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Abstract: We propose a new satellite mission to deliver high quality measurements of upper
air water vapour. The concept centres around a LiDAR in limb sounding by occultation
geometry, designed to operate as a very long path system for differential absorption
measurements. We present a preliminary performance analysis with a system sized to send
75 mJ pulses at 25 Hz at four wavelengths close to 935 nm, to up to 5 microsatellites in a
counter-rotating orbit, carrying retroreflectors characterized by a reflected beam divergence
of roughly twice the emitted laser beam divergence of 15 µrad. This provides water vapour
profiles with a vertical sampling of 110 m; preliminary calculations suggest that the system
could detect concentrations of less than 5 ppm. A secondary payload of a fairly conventional
medium resolution multispectral radiometer allows wide-swath cloud and aerosol imaging.
The total weight and power of the system are estimated at 3 tons and 2,700 W respectively.
This novel concept presents significant challenges, including the performance of the lasers in
space, the tracking between the main spacecraft and the retroreflectors, the refractive effects
of turbulence, and the design of the telescopes to achieve a high signal-to-noise ratio for the
high precision measurements. The mission concept was conceived at the Alpbach Summer
School 2010.
Keywords: UTLS; stratosphere; active limb sounding; laser occultation; spaceborne
retroreflectors
1. Introduction
The topic for the Alpbach Summer School 2010 in Austria was “New Space Missions for
Understanding Climate Change”. Early career scientists and engineers from many countries formed
working groups to devise new space missions to tackle this challenging subject. Following the summer
school, one mission concept was chosen for further development at a subsequent workshop in Obergurgl,
the outcome of which is described in this paper. At the core of the mission chosen for further study was
a novel active limb-sounding instrument, used as part of a multi-instrument measurement approach to
observing three key climate change variables: water vapour, clouds and aerosols.
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Water vapour in the upper troposphere-lower stratosphere (UTLS) region has an important role
in determining the atmospheric temperature profile and tropopause structure [1,2]. Observations
are particularly challenging because of the low concentrations, and the poor vertical resolution of
conventional passive nadir instruments in this region. However, this information is vital in general
circulation models (GCMs) for the understanding and future prediction of the Earth’s climate system.
Aerosols and clouds, and their interactions, have also been identified as key climate change uncertainties,
and observations of these in the UTLS are also limited [3].
Currently, several ground-based systems use differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) to
detect low concentrations of trace gases by comparing path-integrated measurements over a continuous
range of wavelengths. We propose an analogous spaceborne system, looking through the limb of the
atmosphere at a few discrete wavelengths to detect differential absorption due to water vapour. By
combining such a limb-looking LiDAR with a nadir-looking range-resolved LiDAR, this mission would
provide water vapour and aerosol measurements in the UTLS and above of unprecedented accuracy
and resolution. The addition of an imaging spectrometer operating in the visible and infrared range
allows cloud microphysical properties to be retrieved in the same location, enabling process studies of
cloud-aerosol-climate interactions and the reduction of key uncertainties in climate prediction.
A nadir water vapour LiDAR was proposed to ESA in 2002 as the WALES candidate Earth Explorer
mission [4]. The instrument concept presented in this paper builds on the laser and nadir LiDAR system
development begun for the WALES mission.
Section 2 presents the scientific motivation and requirements for the new mission. Section 3 gives an
overview of the mission concept, while Section 4 presents the preliminary performance calculations for
the system. Section 5 presents the technical implementation in more detail and Section 6 outlines the
main technical challenges associated with the concept.
2. Motivation and Background
2.1. The Importance of Upper Air Water Vapour, Clouds and Aerosols
Water vapour is the most important greenhouse gas, contributing about 50% towards the Earth’s
greenhouse effect, followed by clouds which contribute around 25% [5]. The radiative balance of
the atmosphere is particularly sensitive to changes in the UTLS, as this is where most of the Earth’s
thermal radiation escapes into space, and where cirrus clouds trap this outgoing radiation. For example,
decreasing water vapour in the stratosphere has been identified as slowing the rate of increase of global
surface temperature between 2000 and 2009 by about 25% [6], however it is not clear if the observed
decadal variability in stratospheric water vapour is a driver or rather a response to climate change.
Water vapour in the stratosphere originates from transport through the tropopause region [7] and
from the oxidation of methane, especially in the higher stratosphere. Transport is mainly induced by
deep convection in the tropics passing the cold trap tropopause ([6] and references therein). Absolute
amounts are low, less than 10 ppmv [8], but nevertheless are of crucial importance, both radiatively
and for atmospheric chemistry, for example through an indirect destructive effect on the ozone layer as
shown in [9]. Furthermore water vapour can be used as a tracer to study atmospheric dynamics such as
stratosphere–troposphere exchange processes or the injection of trace gases into the stratosphere [10].
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Important processes of this kind are for example the tropopause folds at midlatitudes or tropopause
inversion layers [11], which are associated with strong peaks in the atmospheric stability above the
tropopause. Their formation mechanisms are not well understood but the radiative effects of water
vapour in combination with ozone may have a substantial impact [12].
The UTLS is also of interest because it is the region where aircraft fly, emitting carbon dioxide,
water vapour, nitrous oxide and aerosols, forming contrails and having an impact on cirrus clouds and
the radiative budget. Aerosol-cloud interactions are key here, and also poorly understood: the fourth
report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change attributes the largest uncertainties and lowest
scientific understanding of radiative forcing to aerosols and their direct and indirect albedo effects [13].
Aerosols in the UTLS affect the Earth’s radiation budget by reflecting and absorbing incoming
radiation. The scattering of shortwave radiation leads to a cooling of the climate system, and the
absorption of longwave radiation to an increased heating rate [14]. Aerosols also can affect the climate
in an indirect way by modifying cloud properties, for example droplet size, quantity of cloud drops,
cloud albedo, liquid water content and cloud lifetime. As a third effect, aerosols may have an influence
on atmospheric chemistry through their indirect modification of the concentration of several gases,
especially greenhouse gases [15]. The stratospheric concentrations of aerosol particles are in general
quite small compared to tropospheric aerosol, apart from the high concentrations found after volcanic
eruptions. The aerosol optical thickness in the stratosphere is typically an order of magnitude smaller
than in the troposphere [16].
Cirrus clouds are ice clouds found in the upper troposphere, and cover about 30% of the globe on
average over a year [17]. Cirrus clouds affect the Earth’s radiation balance by reducing the amount of
shortwave radiation reaching the surface, and reducing the longwave radiation emitted back to space.
The net effect on the surface radiation budget is dependent on the microphysical properties of the clouds
such as ice water content, number density and size of ice crystals as well as thickness. Theoretical
calculations suggest that optically thin cirrus (e.g., a contrail) generally has a warming effect whereas
optically thick cirrus has a cooling effect. The net effect is still uncertain although it is generally believed
that cirrus has a net warming effect [18].
Other high altitude clouds are also likely to have a net warming effect. A colder stratosphere
in combination with a higher water vapour content will increase the probability of the formation
of ice clouds in the lower stratosphere: polar stratospheric clouds. These clouds play a major
role in the heterogeneous ozone chemistry and the decrease in ozone in polar winter, and require
continued observation and better characterization for model validation [19,20]. Polar mesospheric clouds
(noctilucent clouds) are thin layers of nanometer-sized ice particles that occur at even higher altitudes:
between 82 and 87 km in the high-latitude summer mesosphere [21]. Their formation is very sensitive to
the mesopheric environment, and changes in their frequency of occurrence, brightness and altitude could
be related to climate change [22], so continued observation of these phenomena is necessary.
In contrast to the tropospheric water vapour increase, which is well simulated in global climate
models, modelled past and projected future stratospheric water vapour variations significantly disagree
between different GCMs [23,24]. Bias correction is also a challenge for the assimilation of observations
of humidity [25]; accurate observations of stratospheric water vapour at high vertical resolution would
allow more stringent testing of the models, and better exploitation of existing satellite and radiosonde
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data in data assimilation systems. All these uncertainties must be understood in order to make better
observations and predictions of climate change.
2.2. Current Capabilities for Measuring Water Vapour, Clouds and Aerosols in the UTLS and above
The longest stratospheric measurement record comes from the radiosonde network. Sondes provide
high resolution vertical profiles but are sparsely distributed across the globe, and both sonde type and
reporting practices differ at different sites. Wang et al. [26] compared the performance of two types of
operational radiosonde with a more accurate dew-point hygrometer and found that the radiosondes were
insensitive to humidity changes in the upper troposphere, leading to potential errors in the climate record
derived from these measurements. Sun et al. [27] also detect a dry bias which increases with altitude,
and note the difficulty of collocating sonde profiles with other data sources, in part because of the drift
of the balloon as it ascends.
Satellites are now also used to measure atmospheric humidity, providing much better spatial and
temporal coverage than sondes. Infrared sounders such as SEVIRI on Meteosat Second Generation
and the High-resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder (HIRS) provide information on upper-tropospheric
humidity, but these nadir sounders have broad weighting functions that limit their vertical resolution.
Deriving profile information from a top-of-atmosphere brightness temperature requires good a priori
information on the atmospheric temperature structure, and the largest differences between different
observations, models and reanalyses are seen in the upper troposphere and stratosphere [3].
Limb sounders have narrower weighting functions, with a pronounced peak at the altitude
corresponding to the tangent point. This improves vertical resolution whilst still offering good
coverage, at the expense of complex radiative transfer and difficult retrievals in the lower atmospheric
layers due to increased scattering. Several satellites currently make passive limb measurements of
water vapour, usually as part of missions measuring a wide range of atmospheric species. The
Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding (MIPAS) on Enivsat, launched in 2002, is a
mid-infrared Fourier transform spectrometer which can measure water vapour in the mesosphere, lower
thermosphere, stratosphere and upper troposphere, at a vertical resolution of 3 km. The Odin satellite,
launched in 2001 has a combined payload of the Sub-Millimeter Radiometer (SMR), and the Optical
Spectrograph and Infrared Imaging Spectrum (OSIRIS), and also can be used to derive water vapour
at 3 km vertical resolution, although 50% of its operational time is spent making astronomical rather
than Earth observations. Higher vertical resolution is achieved by the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS),
launched in 2004 on Aura. It also observes thermal emission in the limb, and has a vertical resolution
of 1.5 km at 200 hPa, reducing to 5 km in the mesosphere. The Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer
(TES), also on Aura, has both nadir- and limb-viewing modes for water vapour. TES has a high spectral
resolution but a relatively small swath (5.3× 8.5 km) and nadir footprint (0.53× 5.3 km). In limb mode,
TES observes a region with a ground footprint of 26 km × 41.8 km, with a height resolution of 2.3 km
and vertical coverage from 0 to 33 km.
Various occultation techniques are also used to measure water vapour. Water vapour profiles
have recently been retrieved from SCIAMACHY (SCanning Imaging Absorption spectroMeter for
Atmospheric CartograpHY) solar occultation data for an altitude range of 15–45 km with a vertical
resolution of 2.6 km. However, the spectral resolution of SCIAMACHY is not high enough to
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resolve water vapour lines, which leads to additional correction steps in the retrieval algorithm [28].
The Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment, onboard the Canadian satellite SCISAT-1, carries a Fourier
transform spectrometer for solar occultation profiles of water vapour. Vertical resolution is 3 to 4 km
and the instrument has been making measurements since 2003. Nassar et al. [29] suggest that retrieved
water vapour profiles have low measurement error, and are subject to a random error of less than 2.0% for
the stratosphere (with higher values in the troposphere and mesosphere). The Global Ozone Monitoring
by Occultation of Stars (GOMOS) uses stellar occultation to retrieve vertical profiles of atmospheric
constituents, with a vertical resolution of 2–4 km. The signal-to-noise ratio for water vapour is low,
but the retrieval has recently been improved through refined calibration procedures and is expected to
improve from the new processor version [30].
The largest impact on numerical weather prediction (NWP) in recent years has come from radio
occultation measurements, such as those from the Constellation Observing System for Metereology,
Ionosphere and Climate (COSMIC) and the Global Navigation Satellite Systems Receiver for
Atmospheric Sounding (GRAS). By assimilating the measured bending angle of atmospheric refraction,
the atmospheric temperature, pressure and water vapour content fields can be constrained in NWP
models. Sun et al. [27] compare atmospheric profiles from COSMIC and radiosondes, finding dry
biases in the latter depending on radiosonde type and time of day. This demonstrates the importance
of the radio occultation measurements as a reference for other humidity measurements, however they
are only accurate to 0.1 g/kg, and the very low amounts of water vapour in the UTLS require a more
sensitive technique.
The majority of spaceborne systems for cloud and aerosol measurements also employ passive
instruments. NASA’s Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) has been spaceborne
since 1999, acquiring data in 36 spectral bands. Aerosol optical depth is derived globally, and size
distribution can be derived over the oceans, at a spatial resolution of up to 250 m. MODIS wavelengths
also detect clouds, and the discrimination of cloud from aerosol plumes is challenging. The Multi-angle
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR; 1999–present) takes images at nine viewing angles simultaneously at
visible and near-infrared frequencies, which allows the discrimination of surface and aerosol signatures.
However it has a narrow swath and a long repeat cycle of 16 days. The Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas
Experiment III (SAGE III) employed a UV/visible spectrometer to make measurements of aerosol (up
to 40 km) and water vapour (up to 50 km), along with cloud detection (6–30 km), at 1 km vertical
resolution. It was launched in 2002 but ceased operating in 2006.
Active monitoring of clouds and aerosol became possible with the launch in 2006 of the
cloud-profiling radar and LiDAR on Cloudsat and CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol LiDAR and Infrared
Pathfinder Satellite Observations) respectively. The two spacecraft fly in close formation so that the
observations from the two instruments are near-simultaneous, and together the instruments provide much
greater information on the vertical structure of clouds. However, they only measure a narrow swath. The
Earth Clouds, Aerosol and Radiation Explorer (EarthCARE), currently in development, will combine a
cloud-profiling radar and a backscatter LiDAR on one spacecraft, together with a multi-spectral imager
and broadband radiometer. Exploiting these measurements simultaneously will allow more sophisticated
process studies of aerosol-cloud-radiation interactions.
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Finally, Process Exploration Through Measurements of Infrared and Millimeter Wave Emitted
Radiation (PREMIER) is a candidate mission for ESA’s seventh Earth Explorer mission. If selected,
this mission would employ passive limb-sounding to determine concentrations and dynamics of many
atmospheric constituents, including water vapour. The altitude range for water vapour measurements is
6–55 km, with a target accuracy of 5% and a vertical resolution of 2 km. Whichever mission of the three
candidates is picked, the earliest launch would be 2016.
2.3. Observational Requirements for a New Mission Concept
The main purpose of the mission concept presented in this paper is to provide new observational data
on upper air quantities for climate studies, focussing on water vapour. The Database of Observational
Requirements formulated by the World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) [31] gives different
threshold and target values on vertical resolution needed for water vapour measurements in the different
atmospheric layers, depending on the application. For Nowcasting and Very Short Range Forecasting the
threshold vertical resolution in the higher troposphere is 3 km and the target resolution is 1 km. However
for Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) applications, threshold and target vertical resolution are
considerably lower at 2.0 and 0.1 km respectively. Such high resolution in the vertical enables the
detection and proper sampling of small scale tropopause folds, which may have extensions as low as
1 km to 4 km [32], as well as resolving the strong gradients in water vapour around (and defining)
the tropopause. The data would also be of comparable resolution to high resolution GCMs in this
atmospheric region [8].
Horizontal resolution requirements can be lower since stratospheric water vapour features are
considerably slower-varying on a horizontal spatial scale than on the vertical scale. Horizontal resolution
requirements have been discussed in the WALES proposal [4] to be about 150–200 km for the
mid-troposphere and the UTLS regions respectively to deliver best input to atmospheric models. Finer
scale features such as tropopause folds exist in the UTLS region, with extensions of about 100 km [32].
A system aiming at horizontal detection of such folds requires a target resolution rather higher, of the
order of 10–50 km.
To be able to resolve the atmosphere from the UTLS region upwards, the target lowest measurement
height is 8 km. To detect polar mesospheric clouds (noctilucent clouds) we specify an upper threshold
for the altitude of 100 km.
Water vapour concentrations in the atmosphere are highly variable. To cover the atmosphere
from the UTLS down to the surface it has been suggested that a dynamic range of 0.01–15 g/kg is
necessary [4]. To cover also water vapour in the stratosphere, considerably higher sensitivity is required,
since concentrations are generally lower at around a few ppm (i.e., 0.001 g/kg) or less.
To properly characterise the variability of upper tropospheric and stratospheric water vapour, it is
desirable to sample both sub-seasonally and sub-diurnally, over a number of years. Global coverage
is also required: good coverage over the poles would allow the monitoring of polar stratospheric and
mesospheric clouds, while the tropics require coverage for understanding the role of deep convection in
stratospheric variability, and tropopause folds occur at midlatitudes. A mission lifetime of at least 4 years
is recommended as providing the minimum number of repeat observations for attempting a climatology
of UTLS water vapour.
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Such water vapour observations alone would be beneficial to our scientific understanding of the UTLS
and above, but it would be even more useful to monitor clouds and aerosols from the same observational
platform. Passive imaging radiometers such as MODIS provide this capability; a resolution of
200 m × 200 m and swath of 400 km are suggested as providing suitable complementary information to
the water vapour observations, and continuity with existing similar instruments.
2.4. A New Measurement Technique in Space: Active Limb Sounding
The observational requirements for upper air water vapour, as described above, are challenging
to meet. The measurement technique needs to combine very high vertical resolution with a high
signal-to-noise ratio for the detection of very low water vapour concentrations. The technique we propose
here is an active limb sounding system, based on Integrated Path Differential Absorption (IPDA) LiDAR.
Limb sounding for water vapour is an attractive option because the measurements at high altitudes
are not contaminated by the signal from the humid, optically thick troposphere. Current limb sounders
(as described above) have resolutions on the order of km in the upper troposphere and above, which
is not high enough to resolve the strong vertical gradients in water vapour around the tropopause.
Solar occultation techniques, with larger radiative flux densities to analyze, have limited measurement
opportunities per orbit. By moving to an active technique, not only can this resolution be improved but
the threshold of detection should be lowered, leading to greater sensitivity and a better characterization
of the low concentrations of water vapour in the UTLS and above.
The concept of hard target Integrated Path Differential Absorption (IPDA) LiDAR has been around for
several decades. Recent studies into spaceborne instruments for trace greenhouse gas detection propose
solid ground and cloud surfaces for the reflection of a nadir-emitted pulse [33]. Along with the difficulty
of estimating the differential reflectivity over heterogeneous surface types, the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of such an instrument will be severely affected by overall low ratios of backscattered radiation
and by speckle noise from interference originating at an uneven ground surface. The technique itself is
also ill-suited for exploiting the ranging or profiling advantages of a standard LiDAR system, especially
above the middle troposphere.
Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) is one of the most extensively applied methods
for measuring trace species in the open atmosphere [34], producing total path measurements of chemical
components from simultaneous observations of spectrally resolved electromagnetic radiation. The
technique for the retrieval of multiple species path-integrated number densities has been pioneered
amongst others by Platt et al. [35] in the form of long-path DOAS measurements with an active
continuous light source, though common passive configurations use natural light as the source, either
from direct solar or stellar radiation or from diffuse sunlight. Active long path systems have been
proposed both as monostatic and bistatic designs. Monostatic systems use a collocated transmitter and
receiver and rely on arrays of retroreflectors from which light is picked up by a telescope, while a bistatic
system has a separate transmitter and receiver. Optimal design considerations are discussed in [36].
Since DOAS relies on continuous spectra, laser sources are not common in active set-ups.
Nevertheless, an obvious advantage of a laser source is the concentration of the radiant energy within a
narrow spectral band and limited beam divergence, albeit at the expense of spectral coverage. A further
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advantage of targeting only a few selected wavelengths is the possibility to implement significantly
higher gain detectors with high quantum efficiency and low noise levels.
For accurate measurements of water vapour, we propose a differential absorption system utilizing
elastic backscatter and integrated path LiDAR, centred on wavelength λon, an isolated vapour absorption
feature in the near infrared, compared to a nearby off-peak λoff. Integrated absorption of λon over the
limb path offers a much higher sensitivity (at the expense of spatial resolution) and increases the dynamic
range of vapour detection. The selection of the wavelength pairs remains a trade-off between higher
accuracy and sensitivity with larger differential absorption cross sections, minimization of systematic
errors through smaller wavelength differences and avoidance of absorption bands corresponding to other
gases, and finally depends on the frequencies that can be generated by available laser sources [37].
Extinction measurements from such a system would also allow the detection of very low
concentrations of stratospheric aerosol, which are difficult to obtain from a conventional nadir
backscatter LiDAR measurement alone, and is therefore outside the capability of the CALIPSO
mission [38]. Rayleigh and Mie scattering maintain the polarization ratio within a 2%–3% limit, whilst
non-spherical particles or multiple scattering may induce some degree of depolarization [39]. This ratio
could be used to determine particle shape, phase or multiple scattering, with particularly high values in
the case of cirrus clouds with small optical depths, due to particles such as crystallites or hexagonal ice
crystals [40], even if it may only be directly relevant for the nadir backscatter signal.
A similar novel active limb-sounding technique has been proposed to ESA [41] as part of the
ACCURATE mission (Atmospheric Climate and Chemistry in the UTLS Region and climate Trends
Explorer). The mission aims to retrieve atmospheric constituents and line-of-sight winds from
occultation measurements between two low earth orbit (LEO) platforms using active microwave and
IR signals. In considering the original ACCURATE proposal, the ESA committee noted the mission’s
potential for high vertical accuracy, global coverage and good absolute calibration. The Alpbach summer
school team arrived at the active limb sounding concept independently, but it is these characteristics that
we also wish to exploit, with a focus on water vapour in the UTLS and above.
3. Mission Overview
3.1. Instruments
We propose a novel approach which combines in a single instrument a water vapour Differential
Absorption LiDAR (DIAL) in nadir-viewing mode [4,42] with a monostatic IPDA LiDAR in limb
sounding by occultation geometry (“IPDALLS”). Looking through the limb of the atmosphere, the
IPDALLS system will sample the atmosphere at high vertical resolution with a long integration path.
Several wavelength pairs with varying online absorption cross sections will be used to increase the
observations’ dynamic range within the UTLS and above. Measurements in this region were beyond
the scope of the WALES candidate explorer mission [4], hence this new concept would lead to a more
complete and accurate characterization of the water vapour profile. A secondary payload of a medium
spatial resolution multispectral radiometric imager would allow wide-swath cloud and aerosol imaging.
The IPDALLS system could be implemented with a bistatic instrument, where transmitter and
receiver are on separate platforms. This is the configuration proposed for the ACCURATE mission.
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However, since two satellites in prograde and retrograde orbits within the same orbital plane could
generate at the most four occultations per revolution, the basis of our mission concept is rather a
monostatic transmitter-receiver spacecraft flown in formation with multiple spaceborne retroreflectors.
An image of the mission concept is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Illustration of the mission concept. The primary spacecraft is flown in an orbit
which is counter-rotating with respect to a constellation of retroreflectors. The primary
spacecraft carries a water vapour Differential Absorption LiDAR in nadir-viewing mode,
and a monostatic IPDA LiDAR for limb sounding by occultation geometry (IPDALLS),
using the retroreflectors as hard targets. The primary spacecraft also carries an imaging
radiometer optimised for wider-swath cloud and aerosol imaging.
The nadir LiDAR will provide range-resolved vertical profiles of water vapour and aerosols, as
proposed for the WALES mission, albeit at slightly relaxed requirements, as the signal will not have to
penetrate into the optically thick lower troposphere. The same (or a redundant) transmitting and the same
receiving units are used for the limb IPDA LiDAR (see Sections 3.3 and 5.1 for proposed operation and
instrument design, respectively). Even if the IPDALLS system, by its implementation, will in principle
provide range-gated water vapour and aerosol data in addition to the integrated values, in practice, we
estimate that any molecular backscatter signals will probably remain undetectable over the large limb
distances involved.
Synergistic data processing—nadir-limb matching—will allow for the simultaneous exploitation of
the high along-track resolution of the range-resolved nadir signal with the enhanced sensitivity of a
path-integrated measurement from the IPDALLS system. The latter shall also improve the relatively
poor vertical resolution that could be achieved with a nadir DIAL signal alone when operating in
upper atmospheric regions characterized by low backscatter coefficients. The proposed resolution and
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sensitivity improvement through the use of multiple observation methods is conceptually similar to
panchromatic sharpening of multispectral imagery.
By design, the multiple-wavelength bidirectional LiDAR instrument, core element of the mission’s
payload, will emit pulses at water-vapour absorption line-specific wavelengths for the DIAL retrieval.
According to studies summarized in [42], three distinct water vapour absorption bands are required
for probing the entire atmospheric column from the boundary layer up to the lowermost stratosphere
(see Section 5), in addition to a reference offline wavelength in the wing of the absorption spectrum.
The four wavelengths used in the WALES proposal were λon1 = 935.6845 nm, λon2 = 935.5611 nm,
λon3 = 935.9065 nm, λoff = 935.4122 nm. In this preliminary study, we find that the same number of
wavelengths is required for long path integrated limb sounding from the upper troposphere upwards,
and we retain these four wavelengths as a starting point for the performance assessment, even if a
posterior optimization study may well lead to a more favourable selection. See Section 4 for more
detailed discussion and calculations.
The pump laser’s first (1,064 nm) and second (532 nm) harmonic wavelengths will also be used for
retrieval of atmospheric aerosol loading, via backscatter and extinction measurements from the elastic
backscatter and retroreflected signals at these two widely spaced laser wavelengths. A measurement of
the depolarization ratio will also be made for aerosol characterization.
Inevitably, the presence of clouds will limit the number of IPDALLS measurements, as the technique
can only be applied above cloud top height, below which the optical link between the instrument and
retroreflector will be lost. However, in its function as an aerosol elastic backscatter LiDAR and due
to its bidirectional viewing geometry, in these situations the system will act as a combined range-gated
nadir-limb ceilometer, especially for thin high altitude cloud decks with a sufficiently large horizontal
spread. It will thus provide information on the vertical extent of high altitude, optically thin translucent
clouds, such as (contrail) cirrus, polar stratospheric and noctilucent clouds. Given a typical cirrus cloud
thickness on the order of 1–2 km, achieving a high vertical resolution from the combined data is crucial.
A fairly conventional radiometric imager will be used for the retrieval of cloud macro- and
microphysical properties at cloud-resolving scale, following the operational method of Rosenfeld and
Lensky [43]. Clouds are detected using the brightness temperature difference between visible and
thermal infrared channels; cirrus ice clouds and water clouds can be distinguished by the brightness
temperature difference between particular thermal infrared channels, which can also be used for the
retrieval of cloud top temperatures (and heights).
The radiative impact of cirrus clouds is dependent on certain physical cloud parameters: effective
particle radius (Re), ice water path (IWP), the optical depth (τ ), and the vertical position of the cloud,
manifested in its cloud top temperature and cloud top height. The radiometer spectral bands have been
chosen to be sensitive to these parameters. The visible (VIS) and short-wave infrared (SWIR) bands
(0.66 µm and 1.66 µm ) are highly sensitive to Re, IWP and thus τ . The 10.8 µm and the 12.0 µm bands
are also sensitive to the same parameters, but need to be combined with additional bands for accurate
results: VIS/SWIR bands during daytime and the 3.9 µm mid-infrared (MIR) band during night. The
thermal infrared (TIR) bands are sensitive to cloud top temperature and height [44]. The five bands
specified above are the minimum requirements to recover the desired cloud parameters. Additionally,
two SWIR bands, 1.38 µm and 1.24 µm, are incorporated into the radiometer design. The 1.38 µm
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band enables to detect upper level cirrus clouds, especially over land [45]. Furthermore, the ratio of the
1.38 µm band over the 1.24 µm band is very effective in discriminating upper level cirrus clouds from
the lower level aerosols and dust [46]. The horizontal distribution of column integrated water vapour will
be retrieved from a further, dedicated band at 6.3 µm, and will be useful for the context interpretation of
the nadir LiDAR data and their cross-validation.
3.2. Orbit Specification
The appropriate orbit for this mission concept is a circular low Earth orbit (LEO). Crucial
to the implementation is a phased homogeneous constellation of retroreflectors on board multiple
microsatellites, counter-rotating with respect to the monostatic active spacecraft, and in the same
orbital plane. A single plane is required for the occultation geometry, to achieve collocated nadir
and limb measurements and for relaxed requirements to the pointing and tracking system described in
Section 5.4.
Relative precession between both orbits must be avoided; for a mission which requires global
coverage, this can only be achieved with satellites in a polar orbit. Furthermore, the altitudes of the
primary and retroreflector spacecraft should be close, to ensure that the descent of the tangent point
throughout the atmosphere is as close to vertical as possible, though a minimum altitude separation
of 20 km is recommended to minimize collision risks [47]. We suggest that the constellation of
retroreflector spacecraft is injected onto the lower orbit to avoid collision with the primary satellite in
case of orbit maintenance problems for the microsatellites.
Five retroreflector spacecraft on a 550 km LEO (270◦ inclination, 5,738.8 s period) in combination
with a 582 km LEO (90◦ inclination, 5,778.6 s period) for the primary satellite have been identified to
provide an optimal configuration. This involved a trade-off study between the number of occultations
required, the measurement sequence timing, the amount of atmospheric drag and implications for orbit
maintenance, as well as considerations about the nadir LiDAR SNR, which decreases with increasing
path length (altitude). The altitude has been set to produce a 10 day return period of the ground track.
Active orbit control will guarantee high accuracy inclination maintenance and prevent relative drift of
the orbital planes (see Section 5.5 for more details).
3.3. Measurement Sequence and Coverage
A typical measurement sequence for the nadir LiDAR and limb sounding observations lasts for a
total of 540.6 seconds; this is depicted in Figure 2. The sequence comprises the time for nadir LiDAR
observations, tracking and locking of a retroreflector, calibration of the IPDALLS system and finally the
limb measurement itself. The sequence is designed so that the nadir and limb measurements are roughly
collocated (within 200 km; see Figure 4 and the discussion thereof, below).
In order not to overstretch power and heat evacuation requirements and to maximize the outgoing
pulse energy, the nadir and limb instruments are powered sequentially. The sequence begins at time t0
with the nadir LiDAR operating at a nominal pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 25 Hz for 324 s,
covering a ground track of 2,244 km, the midpoint of which corresponds to the tangent point of
the following limb sounding and approximately to the orbital crossing of the primary and secondary
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spacecraft. At time t1 a search and lock procedure (described in Section 5.4) is initiated to establish
the optical link between the instrument and the retroreflector; this optical communication procedure can
take no longer than 122 s. Once the link is established, it will be maintained by an internal tracking
mechanism within the IPDALLS instrument. The limb occultation measurement starts at time t2 with
‘free space’ calibration measurements taken from a height of 250 km down to 100 km (t3). Scientific
data is gathered for 35 s between t3 and t4, from a height of 100 km down to ground level, although
in practice the link will be terminated at optically thick cloud top height (estimated between 5 and
15 km according to the latitude and season), and data may not all be downlinked due to communication
constraints. During the idle time of 35 s between limb sounding termination and the next collocated nadir
sequence, the system will resume and dwell in nadir sounding mode, thereby maintaining a continuous
laser operation to increase transmitter lifetime, and providing further science data.
Figure 2. Sequence of one set of nadir and limb measurements, with the time for each part
of the sequence shown in seconds. The observed region is shown hatched. The outermost
orbit is that of the primary spacecraft (PSC; 582 km altitude, shown traveling clockwise),
with the orbit of the retroreflector spacecraft just inside (RSC; 550 km altitude, traveling
anticlockwise). At time t0, the primary spacecraft begins making nadir measurements. At
time t1 the nadir measurement ceases, and the primary spacecraft searches for and locks
onto the retroreflector. Limb measurements begin at t2 with calibration, then the collection
of scientific data from t3 to t4. There is then some free time before the start of the next
measurement sequence as the next retroreflector comes into view (shown in grey). Ray
bending due to atmospheric refraction is unaccounted for.
Figure 3(a) shows the simulated coverage for one day of measurements with five retroreflectors, with
the measurement tracks coloured according to time of day (UTC). Observations are global, with the
largest orbit step or measurement gap of about 2500 km around the equator, and highest sampling density
over the poles (although a certain proportion of these will be lost when the instrument is pointing directly
at the Sun). Figure 3(b) shows the coverage over 10 days, and Figure 3(c) over 21 days of operations.
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Three weeks’ sampling produces almost global coverage, with the largest gaps at the equator reduced to
around 500 km, and simultaneously the sub-diurnal sampling has been improved. Coverage will always
be limited by the narrow ground track of the LiDAR system. In the case of the loss of one retroreflector,
global coverage after 21 days is not significantly affected (Figure 3(d)). The largest impact is over the
tropics, although gaps are still less than 800 km, but coverage remains excellent at mid-latitudes and
over the poles. The wider swath of the multispectral radiometric imager leads to a much swifter global
coverage by the passive instrument.
Figure 3. Ground tracks of collocated nadir and limb measurements from a configuration
using five retroreflectors, coloured by time of day UTC, for (a) one day, (b) ten days, (c) 21
days and (d) 21 days, with only four retroreflectors.
A limitation of the prescribed polar orbit is the convoluted sampling of the diurnal and seasonal, or
intra-annual, water vapour cycles for any given location. In other words a full 24-h cycle will only be
sampled over the course of a year. This is not ideal for a tracer that is highly variable both in space and
in time; however, for a given latitude belt, at least two diurnal observations will be available within a
narrow zonal region.
Because of the Earth’s rotation between times t0 and t3, the measurements taken by the nadir and
limb looking LiDARs will not exactly cover the same track. However, the nadir instrument is pointing
slightly cross-track or off-nadir to avoid specular reflection, which mitigates this effect. Furthermore,
collocation should be defined as a function of the characteristic spatial scales of variability of the
observed phenomenon. For tropopause folds and tropical pumping of water vapour into the UTLS,
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this characteristic scale is of the order of 100 km. Our analysis (shown in Figure 4) produced a typical
measurement track offset at the equator at ground level (the worst case) of between 33 and 200 km for
an off-nadir angle of 5◦.
Figure 4. Representation of the ground-track offset between limb and nadir measurements,
for 0 to 20◦ latitude. The offset arises because of the rotation of the Earth between nadir
and limb measurements.The nadir LiDAR will be inclined to minimise returns from specular
reflection; this inclination can be utilised to minimise the offset (5◦ inclination shown).
3.4. Data Retrieval and Use
Observations from this novel system are designed to deliver higher resolution and higher sensitivity
water vapour measurements than currently exist for the UTLS and above. It will help to quantify and
understand the differences between current water vapour measurements, and will provide collocated
active and passive measurements of water vapour, clouds and aerosol for process studies. Full
exploitation of the potential of this combination of measurements will require further research, but much
progress has already been made in understanding and assimilating limb observations.
Inversion algorithms for the nadir water vapour and aerosol elastic backscatter LiDAR will follow
standard procedures adopted for DIAL measurements. The inversion of an integrated path DIAL signal
is conceptually rather straightforward, though specific considerations for an occultation geometry will
complicate the picture somewhat: chromatic ray bending, refractive dilution and scintillations (see [30]
and references therein, for the GOMOS stellar occultation measurements), a number of considerations
related to the use of narrow absorption lines (see [48] and references therein, for a water vapour DIAL
system), as well as background radiance from sunlight scattering and spontaneous emission (e.g., from
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auroras). We expect that well-established retrieval approaches for limb sounding systems, such as ‘onion
peeling’ implemented, e.g., for SCIAMACHY solar occultations [28] will be adapted for this system.
These algorithms require the use of a reference atmosphere, and the quality of the results will depend
on the appropriateness of that reference. However, Noel et al. [28] find that this dependence is greatest
at low altitudes and is negligible at an altitude of 35 km. Long path inhomogeneities will need to be
deconvolved from the limb measurements.
With a nominal PRF of 25 Hz for the limb sounding, we avoid signal ambiguities at the maximum
path length between the instrument and the retroreflector (∼5,500 km). This means that the previous
pulse returns before the following is emitted. At a vertical descent rate of the optical link through
the atmosphere of approximately 2.8 km/s, the vertical sampling resolution is therefore constrained
to roughly 110 m. Single signals may need to be integrated to increase the SNR, which is typically
proportional to the square root of the number of shots, and the actual vertical resolution will be degraded
accordingly. We expect to find single shot SNRs from the reflected pulse returns large enough to
make large averaging sets unnecessary, though this has yet to be confirmed by a detailed end-to-end
simulation (see Section 4 for the preliminary calculations). In addition, with every pulse or burst, 4
DIAL wavelengths are emitted, yielding three pairs for averaging, even if two of them will generally be
inadequate for the water vapour concentration at a given altitude.
Forward radiative transfer modelling of brightness temperatures and reflectance as a function of cloud
parameters across the relevant wavelengths will be used to generate look-up tables for the exploitation
of the radiometer data. By matching the observed data to the look-up table values, users can recover the
cloud properties.
Benefits of this novel system are likely to come from the improvement of model routines
and parameterizations through process studies of clouds and convection. Assimilation of high
resolution, accurate water vapour measurements within models would lead to improved water vapour
convergence estimates [4]. It would also provide a framework for enhanced information extraction
and the interpretation of dynamic features of the atmosphere occurring within the UTLS. This is
particularly relevant for creating climatologies of the tropopause structure, including the identification of
stratosphere-troposphere exchange events and tropopause folds, and to resolve structures and finer-scale
fluxes in the UTLS and lower stratosphere, such as the polar vortex or water vapour fluxes above the top
of deep convective clouds. Such assimilation systems are likely to operate on finer resolutions than are
currently the state-of-the-art, which will make corresponding high resolution measurements ever more
necessary.
4. Preliminary Performance Considerations for IPDALLS
4.1. First Order Estimation of the Link Budget and Measurement Accuracy
Here we present a preliminary feasibility study of the IPDALLS concept with respect to our primary
mission objective, i.e., the profiling of water vapour in the UTLS and above, using a model developed
for rough systems trade-offs. In due course, detailed instrument performance end-to-end simulations
and corresponding sensitivity studies, noise and error evaluations would be required, as outlined, e.g.,
in [33,48–52] for similarly operating payloads.
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Figure 5. Water vapour molecular absorption cross sections σ as a function of vacuum
wavelength λ using the HITRAN 2008 database [53] for sea level (solid line) and an altitude
of 20 km (dashed line) according to US Standard Atmosphere conditions. Wavelengths
used in this study are indicated by vertical thick lines; the additional thin lines represent the
Doppler shifted wavelengths on the backward path. Water vapour absorption of the first and
second harmonics generated by the transmitter is negligible.
For a system relying on wavelength pairs with extremely narrow spectral separation, pressure and
Doppler broadening of the absorption lines, determining the Voigt line profile, as well as water vapour
self-broadening, will become very relevant. Consequently, absorption cross sections will need to be
calculated as a function of pressure and temperature, or altitude (as in Figure 5), and corresponding
atmospheric profiles assumed, retrieved or modelled as a preliminary step in a retrieval algorithm.
Furthermore, the Doppler shifts induced by the diverging spacecraft, different for the forward and the
backward paths, will need to be accounted for in the estimation of the absorption cross sections. For these
preliminary calculations, we assumed online wavelengths centred on the absorption peaks of motionless
molecules at the tangent point and on the forward path, which have thus been previously generated
at a slightly higher frequency by the receding transmitter. The Doppler shift induced by the receding
retroreflector, and experienced by the same molecules on the backward path, corresponds to an average
beat frequency of −14.9 GHz or a red-shift of 43.6 pm. In general, this makes the atmosphere more
transparent on the backward path, even if the shifted λon2 now resides in the highly sensitive region of
a wing’s inflection point, which may introduce a potential source of uncertainty. The equations and
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methodology used to estimate the performance of the IPDALLS concept are described in Appendix, and
an abbreviated set of baseline instrument parameters is given in Table 1.
Table 1. Specification of instrument components used in the preliminary performance
calculations.
Instrument key parameter Unit Value Comment/Origin
Transmitter
Pulse energy @ 935 nm [mJ] 75 aligned with [4]
Effective pulse length (τL) [ns] 75 aligned with [33]
Laser beam divergence (θl) [µrad] 15 system preliminary design (minimize
beam broadening)
Receiver
Telescope diameter (Drec) [m] 0.50 system preliminary design
Telescope field-of-view (FOVrec) [µrad] 280 system preliminary design, aligned with
[33]
System optical efficiency (ηsys) [-] 0.40 estimate, aligned with [33]
Detector (Excelitas/PerkinElmer Si APD C30954E-DTC)
Nominal gain (M ) [-] 120 product specification
Responsivity @ 900 nm (R) [A/W] 75 spec, unit gain responsivity estimated as
R0 = R/M
Maximum peak rating [mA] 10 product specification
Surface dark current @ 22 ◦C (Ids) [nA] 50 value obtained from manufacturer
Bulk dark current @ 22 ◦C (Idb) [pA] 200 value obtained from manufacturer (range
1–200)
Retroreflector
Effective reflector area (Aref) [m2] 0.20 system preliminary design
Reflector efficiency (ηref) [-] 0.80 estimate
Reflector beam divergence (θr) [µrad] 40 estimate, larger than twice the laser beam
divergence
Figure 6(a,b) shows the various transmission profiles in limb sounding geometry for a standard
mid-latitude daytime atmospheric profile due to molecular absorption and scattering, respectively.
Molecular absorption (in particular due to water vapour) was calculated using the MIPAS Reference
Forward Model (RFM, see Appendix) in a standard mid-latitude daytime atmospheric profile, while
scattering was calculated with the 1976 US Standard Atmosphere. The differing absorption of the various
wavelengths at a given tangent point height is evident, as is the necessity to use several wavelength pairs
(with the same reference offline wavelength) to probe different altitudes, since wavelengths with strong
absorption coefficients, and hence good sensitivity at heights where water vapour concentrations are
low, are completely absorbed in the lower atmospheric layers. Scattering is essentially the same at
the on- and offline wavelengths, which is one advantage of this differential absorption technique. A
retrieval of atmospheric aerosol, one of the secondary mission objectives, would exploit scattering at
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widely spaced wavelengths. Figure 6(b) shows that below 10 km, very little signal is received from
the 532 nm harmonic when considering molecular scattering alone (i.e., before considering the effect
of aerosol), so synergistic limb-nadir aerosol retrieval would likely be constrained to the stratosphere,
where ozone absorption will need to be accounted for. Also plotted is the refractive dilution factor (see,
e.g., Dalaudier et al. [54]), which becomes increasingly relevant for signal attenuation within the UTLS
and below. The kink at around 10 km is due to the strong refractive index change at the level of the
tropopause. The irregularities and increase of the factor below about 5 km are related to a refractivity
decrease in the moist lower troposphere, due to high water vapour contents, and this region is excluded
from our performance simulations.
A simplified power budget is used to estimate the returned signal energy for the limb sounding
measurements, and corresponding profiles are shown in Figure 6(c). Losses are assumed to be mainly
due to geometric beam broadening, molecular absorption and scattering, retroreflector and receiver
efficiency, continuous as well as turbulent refractive effects and aerosol extinction, the last two of which
we have not considered in this study. In practice, many further noise and error sources have to be
considered, and a good account of key issues affecting the SNR of a nadir IPDA LiDAR is given in [33].
In this paper, we will for simplicity only consider the carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) as a means to estimate
measurement sensitivity with respect to the water vapour optical depth and expected random errors.
To achieve a high CNR, we need to maximize the light throughput of the transmitted beam, by
using a high power source with small beam divergence. We simultaneously need to minimize scattered
light, by using a high focal number telescope to reduce the field-of-view (FOV). The solar background
radiance, the standard limb passive DOAS signal, will be considerable for any daytime measurements
in the near-infrared and at visible wavelengths. If scattered sunlight were on the same order of
magnitude as the received laser signal, this would considerably limit our observation capabilities.
Sugimoto et al. [55], on the other hand, report no significant influence of sunlight in laser ground-space
absorption measurements in IR wavelengths. Exposure to direct sunlight has not been considered, since
it is likely to damage the detector and needs to be avoided.
Figure 7(a) shows the contribution of the various sources of noise to the total detector noise current for
the on- and offline wavelengths: signal shot noise, Rayleigh-scattered solar background in the baseline
case of 0◦ azimuth and 60◦ zenith solar angles with respect to the occultation plane and detector dark
current noise from surface and bulk origins. The maximum signal photocurrent of 6 mA at the top of the
atmosphere (TOA) falls well within the maximum peak rating of the detector (Table 1).
Figure 7(b) shows the CNR with altitude: the potential of the IPDALLS technique is evident from
the very high CNRs achieved throughout the stratosphere and into the tropopause layer, with TOA peak
ratios on the order of 700. Similar values have recently been reported for a comparable mission concept
described in [41]. The kink around the tropopause originates from the refractive dilution.
Above roughly 25 km, where atmospheric transmission is high, the CNR for all wavelengths is clearly
signal noise power limited (see [56]). Consequently, few improvements can be expected from reducing
detector noise or telescope FOV, and the stringent requirements with respect to the latter could be relaxed,
making search and tracking easier. The same holds for the lower atmospheric layers, where the signal
shot noise remains consistently larger than the background and detector noise at the online wavelength
corresponding to the relevant height range, although scintillation variance is likely to lie above the shot
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noise. Equally, the range of possible occultations could be increased to include configurations with
higher solar zenith angles than the baseline. Note however that neither the background from auroras,
stellar radiation and non-Rayleigh scattering, nor interference speckle have been considered, and that the
actual received signal power and shot noise are likely to be lower due to larger optical depths in the real
atmosphere and less favourable parameters in the real system. Also, the full assembly of detector and
amplification circuit would need to be considered to evaluate the real optical receiver noise current.
Figure 6. Outcome of preliminary performance assessment for IPDALLS. Altitude is given
for the tangent point of the limb sounding optical path, and values below 5 km have not
been computed. (a) Atmospheric transmission due to absorption on the forward path (thick
lines) and on the backward path (thin lines). The shaded area shows the range over which
the relative error approximately doubles with respect to its minimum at a transmission of
0.33. (b) Atmospheric transmission calculated for Rayleigh scattering alone (black lines)
and geometric mean of the forward and backward refractive dilution factor for the offline
wavelength (magenta). (c) Radiative signal pulse energy returned to receiver and incident
upon detector.
(a) (b)
(c)
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Figure 7. (a) Noise currents modelled for the IPDALLS receiving system. The offline
wavelength and both the online wavelengths of highest relevance within the UTLS and with
highest absorption coefficient have been chosen to illustrate the range of signal shot noise.
(b) Signal-to-noise ratio (carrier-to-noise ratio) for the water vapour sounding wavelengths.
(c) Relative random error of the water vapour two-way path-averaged optical depth for the
various wavelength pairs. The coloured regions with the solid vertical lines correspond to
the optimal measurement ranges (using geometric means) for each wavelength as defined in
Figure 6.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 7(c) shows the relative random error at maximum sampling resolution for single shot
measurements. For each wavelength pair, the random error increases at low altitude because of a weak
CNR and at high altitude because of decreasing differential absorption. Over the entire measurement
range defined in the mission objectives, the modelled random error on the two-way path-averaged water
vapour optical depth varies between 0.2% and 3%, with a significant contribution of refractive dilution
to the error within the UTLS. Optimizing the choice of wavelengths may still improve these results
and narrow the current gaps between the optimal retrieval ranges. Since the model atmosphere used to
simulate transmission after molecular absorption held about 6 ppmv of water vapour towards the upper
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altitudes of 45 to 50 km (not shown), we hypothesize that significantly lower water vapour concentrations
can be detected at lower heights where the effective absorption path increases. However, more advanced
modelling and system definitions would be required to translate the modelled random error into errors
on mass mixing ratios and to account for systematic errors and additional factors influencing the random
error.
4.2. Potential Performance Limitations
The results presented above have been obtained without considering the turbulent nature of the
atmosphere and related multiple diffraction effects, which arise in addition to the continuous refractive
dilution and chromatic refraction. Random anisotropic and isotropic irregularities in upper air density,
originating from internal gravity waves, wave breaking, wind shear and other instabilities, result in
inhomogeneity of the refractive index which leads to temporal and spatial fluctuations in the recorded
intensity of radiant energy: scintillations. Scintillations have been successfully exploited in stellar
occultation for gathering data on atmospheric turbulent dynamics (e.g., [57–59]), however they severely
affect the absorption measurements of the GOMOS instrument (e.g., [60]), the most relevant comparable
payload on orbit, and may be even more detrimental for laser (coherent) radiative transfer due to the
generation of speckle patterns.
The only analogue to our proposed measurement technique is an inter-orbit optical communications
experiment between a geostationary and a LEO platform, which maintained a narrow-beam link through
the atmosphere during an occultation event [61,62]. In this case, the combined action of a smaller
continuous wave laser divergence and the very long distance to the geostationary orbit made the
technique more susceptible to angular beam deflections (wander) than the one described in this paper.
Both terminals experienced strong fluctuations of the received power, a non-monotonic decrease of
the normalized intensity log-normal probability density mode from about 50–40 km downwards, first
detector saturation due to refractive lens effects at about 35 km, and a termination of the optical link in
the best case at 15 km.
For GOMOS retrieval corrections [60], this steady decline of the average power has been factored
into the total atmospheric transmission as an altitude-dependent transmittance, in which refractive
dilution is modulated by scintillation estimated from measured intensity fluctuations. The average
decrease in signal strength is simultaneously accompanied by temporal amplitude fluctuations due
to scintillations which often exceed the GOMOS instrumental noise, hence impacting the SNR and
therefore the measurement error in a twofold way. According to the available scintillation measurements,
the scintillation variance is saturated below 25–30 km at a root-mean-square level of about 100% of
the mean signal. Such a level of scintillation variance within the UTLS can also be expected for the
IPDALLS principle.
Even if two spectrally adjacent channels are affected by turbulence in virtually the same way, this
may not improve the single shot SNR in the individual channels, and scintillations will still degrade the
measurement accuracy. Since wavelength separation for water vapour is very small (less than 0.06%),
the light at the different wavelengths travels essentially through the same air density irregularities, if
emitted simultaneously. In combination with short laser pulses, this allows us to expect that the impact of
scintillations on differential absorption in water vapour channels is very small. According to simulations
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for ACCURATE [63,64], we can expect the root-mean-square error in differential transmission due to
scintillations to remain less than 1% down to 5–10 km for the proposed system.
On the other hand, MacKerrow et al. [65] point out that the correlation between multi-chromatic
signal fluctuations is minimal when speckle dominates over other sources of noise, the speckle pattern
between different wavelengths itself is decorrelated, and the mean number of integrated speckles per
pulse is small, which can be expected in classic hard target low-divergence LiDAR systems. Pure
retroreflection speckle has been observed during laser ranging due to the use of reflector arrays [66], but
avoided by design for absorption measurements through the use of a single cube-corner retroreflector
[55], such as proposed in our preliminary design. Turbulent refraction will also degenerate an initially
Gaussian beam profile into spatial intensity fluctuations in the incident wave plane, characterized by
a spatial correlation scale, and leading to further potential signal loss, even if MacKerrow et al. [65]
are referring to interference generated during the reflection of coherent light off a rough Lambertian
target. This is of less concern to the technique described in this paper, and results off a small (essentially
point) retroreflector showed a much higher bichromatic cross-correlation (0.87), albeit with relatively
high variance [67]. For a retroreflector and a receiving telescope of finite apertures, the possibility of
integrating over such a speckle structure or individual cells will need to be accounted for [66]. For the
total power not to be fluctuating, the aperture sizes would need to be larger than the spatial correlation
scale [68], which is not satisfied with the current design specifications. In particular, if the radius of
a single (point) retroreflector is smaller than the intensity spatial correlation scale, fluctuations in the
reflected flux will not be averaged by a receiving aperture of arbitrary size, though a larger telescope
diameter would still reduce the signal variance.
Ehret et al. [33] show for a rough target IPDA LiDAR that speckle has a large potential to severely
degrade the final SNR, and all of the above will need to be considered in a much more detailed analysis
of the expected performance of our system, and validated experimentally. We can already note, however,
that we expect strong constraints on the optimistic results presented in the previous section. The GOMOS
transmission spectra retrievals are corrected for by anisotropic scintillation measurements from the fast
photometer [60]; we expect to realize similar corrections by introducing scintillation quantification
using the continuous-wave high-divergence IR beacon laser potentially required by the PAT system (see
Figure 8), which would also provide the potential for gathering further science data.
5. Mission Technical Implementation
5.1. Payload Design: IPDALLS System and nadir LiDAR
Based on the aforementioned measurement configuration, the mission’s primary payload comprises a
multi-wavelength bidirectional transmitting system, receiving optics, a spectral separation and detection
unit, a transient recorder data acquisition unit, a control unit and a scanning and tracking facility based
on novel (albeit proven) optical communication technology. A simplified conceptual block diagram
(Figure 8) illustrates the payload subdivision into nadir and limb pointing instruments.
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Figure 8. Conceptual layout of the main payload. Emitted beams are in red; optical path
of incoming radiation is in blue. Redirection of the outgoing beams into either limb or
nadir sounding geometry in case of breakdown of one of the redundant transmitter units
is drawn as rotatable unit switching mirrors (US). Sampling of the emitted pulses is via
very low transmission beam splitters (BS). Limb telescope field-of-view scanning can be
performed in pitch and in yaw using the flat scanning mirror (S) and the rotating drum (D),
respectively. In order to maintain the very narrow divergence of the outgoing limb beam
with a realistic beam quality parameter and limited diffraction, pulses are routed through
the main telescope for beam expansion. Switching between transmission and reception is
conceptually performed by a fast mirror galvanometer (GM). Planar scanning of the outgoing
limb beam within the telescopes FOV is performed using a fine-pointing mechanism (FPM).
Detectors can be shielded from direct sunlight exposure using the field stop and shutter (FS).
A fraction of the returned signal (above 1,000 nm) is directed onto a planar acquisition
and tracking (AT) CCD through the PAT beam splitter (PBS), to facilitate retroreflector
locking before the measurement sequence. The continuous-wave beacon laser beam with
higher divergence than the measurement beam, potentially necessary for the PAT system and
turbulence estimation, can be steered using a piezoelectrically-controlled mirror (P), and is
not further described in this paper. For further details on PAT system layouts for optical
communication, we refer to [70].
The transmitter constitutes a critical driver of the overall mission concept. Since the concept
draws extensively from the heritage of the WALES mission proposal, and because of necessary further
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industrial feasibility studies, a detailed description of the laser source is beyond the scope of this study.
A comprehensive account on water vapour differential absorption LiDAR transmitter choices can be
found in [69]. In addition, retrieving profiles of atmospheric aerosol size distribution, backscatter and
extinction coefficients from elastic backscatter LiDAR signals generally relies on at least two widely
spaced laser wavelengths and their polarisation.
DLR’s airborne WALES precursor described in [42] uses two Nd:YAG lasers in master
oscillator/power amplifier configuration. The radiation of the WALES pump lasers is frequency doubled
by a second-harmonic generating crystal (532 nm) and then converted to values in the vicinity of 935 nm
by an Optical Parameter Oscillator (OPO). The output of the OPO is switched between two wavelengths,
using calibrating seed laser diodes that can be tuned over a range of about 1 nm via temperature or current
control. In order to provide the four wavelengths that have been used in our preliminary performance
studies, two identical chains of lasers and non-linear conversion stages would need to be synchronized
in a temporally interleaved fashion, at least during nadir operation.
Industrial research into most mature transmitter options for the spaceborne WALES ESA candidate
mission converged however on a high-energy Ti:Sapphire oscillator in a ring cavity configuration,
pumped by a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser and injected by four tunable seed lasers to set the
frequencies [4].
The stringent requirements on frequency stabilisation for water vapour detection, particularly relevant
in the stratosphere where absorptions lines are very narrow, can be met by the use of seed lasers
used in conjunction with a multi-pass water vapour absorption cell (for reference) and wavemeters.
Wirth et al. [42] gives a good overview of techniques implemented for the monitoring and diagnostics of
the source’s very high frequency stability and spectral purity (typically >99.9%). A particular challenge
of active laser sounding in limb geometry with retroreflection will arise from spacecraft motion-induced
Doppler shifts. Doppler shifts can be precisely modelled from orbit geometry and are expected to vary
by less than 1 pm over the sounding altitudes range. However, absolute wavelength shifts on the order of
43 pm for diverging spacecraft and extremely narrow water vapour absorption peaks imply that emitted
online sounding wavelengths will need to be generated and calibrated outside the actual absorption peaks.
Furthermore, wavelengths will be shifted twice, on the forward as well as on the backward path, implying
that peak absorption can only occur over one of them and effectively reducing the lower detection limit.
The transmitter’s heat-generating elements are cooled by a heat pipe assembly linked to the primary
spacecraft’s temperature control subsystem. Temperature control should provide a stable regime at an
equilibrium temperature to minimize thermal stress on the transmitter. As mentioned above, it may be
necessary to operate a single transmitter unit continuously and to switch its output between the nadir and
limb systems. Switching must be designed to avoid single failure points and to guarantee the maintenance
of accurate optical alignments over the mission lifetime. It may also be necessary to implement fully
independent redundant transmitter units as back-up in case of premature failure. The use of redundant
units must be traded-off against thermal requirements and overall weight and size.
The receiving optics consist of a separate, slightly cross-track off-nadir telescope and a limb telescope.
Our preliminary design calculations were based on limb measurements with a 0.5 m diameter telescope,
while the required nadir optics were specified with a larger 1 m diameter main mirror, in order to
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collect sufficient backscatter radiance from the lowermost atmospheric region determined by the mission
objectives.
A fine-pointing mechanism within the limb optical path is used for scanning the laser beam within
the telescope’s FOV. Before beam collimation of the limb telescope signal, a small proportion of the
received power (above 1,000 nm) is projected onto an acquisition and tracking CCD in the image plane,
using a beam splitter. This image is used to localize the retroreflecting spacecraft within the telescope’s
FOV for a faster and more efficient searching and centralizing procedure. Aside from this, the same
spectral separation and detection unit can be used for both nadir and limb instruments (see Figure 8); it
may however be preferable to use two different units optimized for their respective sounding principle,
providing redundancy and/or limiting signal losses due to beam combining. Since the four water-vapour
wavelengths are sent off sequentially, one single gated detector could in theory be used for all of them
(see [42]). In practice, the optimal pulse separation time (order of 100 µs) will be much smaller than
the maximum return time for spaceborne nadir (order of <4 ms) and limb (order of <40 ms) sounding,
which makes wavelength separation or demultiplexing mandatory.
In [4], wavelength separation through Fabry–Pe´rot etalons tuned to the respective frequencies was
proposed, but other spectral separation can be envisaged as well. Individual detectors will be shielded
from solar background noise via narrow-band (nominally 1 nm) interferometric filters. Dielectric beam
splitters will be used to separate the 1,064 nm first- and the 532 nm second-harmonic channels, for
which the depolarization ratio will be analyzed using a polarizing assembly. Low dark current analogue
avalanche photodiodes (APDs) are needed for the near-IR channels, whilst photo-multiplier tubes
(PMTs) or appropriate (vacuum) APDs will be used for the 532 nm wavelength. Gated diaphragms
are used to avoid telescope cross-talk and direct sun exposure. The outgoing pulse is sampled for
pulse diagnostic and calibration and transient recorder triggering. Hardware averaging over multiple
range-bins or pulses onboard the spacecraft was deemed inappropriate in [4], which will be an important
factor to consider when sizing the data downlink.
5.2. Payload Design: Radiometer
The radiometer is a fairly conventional design, and consists of two multispectral sensor instruments.
The instruments are designed to provide images of the visible and infrared at the chosen wavelengths and
bandwidths, with a concept halfway in between AVHRR/3, with which it shares 4 bands, and MODIS,
with 7 bands shared. The instrument uses pushbroom scanner technology, in nadir orientation. The
200 m × 200 m resolution requirement is fulfilled by 1 × 2,048 pixel sensors and a nominal dwell
period of approximately 26 ms. The detectors are read out five times during the dwell period, to avoid
saturation.
Each instrument consists of a single box containing all optical, electronic and mechanical elements.
Large radiator areas are available for heat dissipation to provide a stable environment for the VIS/SWIR
and the MIR/TIR detectors. The payload will be composed of four units:
• The VIS/SWIR instrument, providing data from four spectral channels (VIS: 0.66 µm, SWIR:
1.24 µm, 1.38 µm and 1.66 µm).
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• The MIR/TIR instrument, providing data from four spectral channels (MIR: 3.90 µm and 6.30 µm,
TIR: 10.80 µm and 12 µm).
• A common optical bench module that interfaces with the platform. The bench is located outside
the main platform structure, with the control unit inside.
• The instrument control unit that drives both the VIS/SWIR and the MIR/TIR instruments.
The VIS/SWIR system optical design is shown in Figure 9. Dichroic splitters can reduce the size of
the calibration diffuser by providing a common aperture for all four channels. Since a common entrance
pupil (aperture) is necessarily remote from the lenses, we should point out that dichroics tend to decrease
the optical system size.
Figure 9. VIS/SWIR system optical design.
The VIS/SWIR sensors are made of silicon charged coupled detectors (CDDs) and
indium-gallium-arsenide (InGaAs) detectors. As the operating temperature of both the CCD and
InGaAs detectors fits within the −10 ◦C to +40 ◦C interval, copper heat exchangers can provide
sufficient thermal control. The Fairchild CCD 143 sensor and SU-LDH-1.7 Linear Digital High speed
InGaAs sensor fit the instrument requirements.
A rotatable calibration mirror is used in order to provide views both of Earth (bright source views)
and cold space. The bright source is provided by the observation of high level opaque clouds, bright
deserts or dark oceans for fulfillment of a calibration accuracy better than 5%. Using a range of bright
sources allows coverage of the full dynamic range of the instrument. An on-board algorithm provides
the calibration target characterization [71].
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The MIR/TIR optical system design is shown in Figure 10. Using three separate detectors with
independent optics would require three relatively large apertures, and would also have a fairly severe
impact on the size of the external calibration hardware. A single aperture and a single detector is therefore
preferred, partly for control of system size, but also since a single calibration source and a single detector
will likely provide optimum inter-channel relative accuracy. For the TIR, we introduce the dichroics near
an intermediate image formed at relatively low aperture, where we have placed the two TIR filters. After
exiting the filters, the large intermediate image is directed onto the detector by a relay lens.
Figure 10. MIR/TIR optical system design.
The MIR/TIR sensors are made of mercury-cadmium-telluride (HgCdTe). The TIR instrument uses
a Stirling cycle cooler for maintaining the detectors temperature at 77 K, which provides the required
radiometric resolution. A slight modification to the 2,048 × 2,048 pixel Teledyne HAWAII-2RG, used
in astrophysics, should suit the instrument requirements.
For MIR/TIR calibration a rotatable mirror is used in order to provide views of the Earth, of cold space
and of a bright black body. The last two views provide the two known radiance levels that are required
for absolute calibration of all MIR/TIR channels. The mirror is used at the same angle of incidence for
cold space and Earth views, so that it has the same emissivity in these two configurations, providing
a very good zero radiance reference. Edge structures on the mirror are used to block the cold space
aperture during Earth view. The warm black body is a deep-cavity black body, with an emissivity that
will always be very close to unity. The black body temperature will be monitored precisely and provide
a calibration accuracy better than 1 K.
5.3. Spacecraft Design: Mass and Power Budgets
The overall size of the primary spacecraft will be in the range of 3.5 m × 2.5 m × 2.5 m and will
be shaped by the limb and nadir telescopes, the optical benches, solar arrays and radiators. It will have
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a dry mass of roughly 3,000 kg. In this configuration it can be launched from a Soyuz launcher. The
payload is estimated to consume an average of 1,500 W, with the spacecraft bus requiring around 700 W.
To supply the energy for the subsystems and the payload, and to charge the batteries for the eclipse time,
a solar array of 17 m2 will be required. It will be panel-mounted to accommodate the large area and
optimize the Sun incidence angle by two-axis Sun tracking.
To maintain the payload and the primary spacecraft subsystems within their operating temperature
ranges, two radiators with an area of 5.8 m2 each are attached at two sides of the spacecraft to dissipate
heat. Louvers ensure that one radiator will always face deep space, while they are closed when exposed
to direct sunlight. Heat pipes will transport the heat to the radiators, and to the heaters for eclipse time,
and in emergency cases will sustain a minimum temperature for the payload and the battery.
The role of the retroreflector spacecraft is to reflect the laser pulses back to the primary spacecraft.
The design performance directly determines the quality of the IPDALLS measurement. Several options
for the design of the retroreflector spacecraft were studied.
Initially, completely passive satellites with multiple retroreflective surfaces were considered, similar
to those flown in the LAGEOS mission [72]. Several issues, such as orbit deterioration, lack of control
and inability to de-orbit in a controlled manner, caused this idea to be rejected and an active retroreflector
was deemed necessary. Active spherical retroreflector satellites, having multiple retroreflective surfaces
but with added orbit control, were then considered. This idea was eventually dismissed because of
launcher housing complexity and difficulty to manufacture. In addition, the multiple retroreflective
surfaces may have caused speckle noise distortion of the beam signal and point-ahead-angle issues [55].
Table 2. Mass and power budgets for the primary and the retroreflector spacecraft.
Primary Spacecraft Retroreflector Spacecraft
Component Mass (kg) Power (W) Mass (kg) Power (W)
Payload 1,100 1,500 44 –
Spacecraft Bus 1,280 700 45 16
Margin 600 530 21 4
Spacecraft Dry Mass 2,980 – 110 –
Propellant 280 – 16 –
Total 3,260 2,730 126 20
The final retroreflector spacecraft consists of a microsatellite with attitude and orbit control (0.65 m
× 0.65 m × 0.8 m) carrying a single corner cube retroreflector with a diameter of 0.5 m and an effective
reflective area of 0.2 m2. The mass and power budget of both the primary spacecraft and a retroreflector
spacecraft are shown in Table 2.
5.4. Spacecraft Tracking
Laser ranging from available ground station networks is performed continuously to accurately track
the retroreflector spacecraft. This information is used for updating contact schedules with the primary
spacecraft. The retroreflector spacecraft will be positioned in the direction of the primary spacecraft
using its attitude control system and positioning data. Retroreflector spacecraft tracking, by the primary
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spacecraft, commences when the nadir measurements have been completed and continue until the
retroreflector spacecraft disappears behind the Earth horizon, approximately 215 seconds later (as shown
in Figure 2). The primary spacecraft will receive the positional data of the retroreflector spacecraft to
within 0.1 m (via the ground station) and GPS data for its own position.
The primary spacecraft performs a search for the retroreflector spacecraft (using its scheduling data)
to establish the initial Line of Sight (LOS). The PAT system may incorporate a separate, low-power,
high-divergence laser to perform broad search pattern techniques until a signal is received, at which
time, measurement can commence using the low-divergence laser. A small proportion of the received
power (above 1000 nm) is used to localize the retroreflecting spacecraft within the telescopes FOV for
a fast, closed loop efficient tracking procedure. The attitude control system of the primary spacecraft
may need to perform coarse movement of the primary spacecraft if a signal is not received but this
should be minimised. Fine alignment of the laser is achieved by the movable mirror in the attached
assembly, similar to the test bed proposed and tested by Wang et al. [73]. During tracking minimal mass
is moved, avoiding distortions and the need for excessive attitude control. An added restriction is that
both telescopes must avoid direct sun light and sun glare from the surface of the earth. This may be
achieved by accurate scheduling data provided to the primary spacecraft.
The design of the spacecraft is such that the nadir telescope always faces perpendicular to Earth.
From the initial design process it is proposed that the limb telescope is positioned beside the nadir
telescope facing perpendicular to Earth also. Attached to the limb telescope is an assembly consisting
of a movable mirror angled to allow signal to and from the retroreflector (Figure 8). The limb telescope
has a very narrow FOV, which is required in order to minimize atmospheric background noise. Because
of this restriction, the attached mirror assembly has to be able to pitch up and down along the orbital
plane, with microrad accuracy, so that the retroreflector remains in the centre of the FOV. This scanning
configuration ensures that the primary spacecraft or its limb telescope do not have to move position every
time it needs to track a retroreflector spacecraft, since the retroreflector should be centred within the FOV
of the limb telescope via the movable mirror in the attached assembly.
An important feature to note about this measurement configuration is that the constellation will never
remain in exactly the same orbital plane. Small deviations in inclination from a polar orbit within the
specified injection precision may induce a diverging precession of primary and retroreflector spacecraft
orbits, imposing additional yaw steering capabilities of the limb FOV. This is shown conceptually in
Figure 11(a), for the exaggerated case of a 10 degree inclination difference, and the example of four
limb sounding measurement sequences. Required yaw tracking varies across the orbit; in this situation,
it is slightly diverging over the equator and strongly converging over the poles. Predicted realistic rates
of required yaw tracking, within the specifications of the actual constellation, are shown in Figure 11(b)
for a series of measurement sequences with different positions of the tangent point along the orbit. In
this example, the primary and retroreflector spacecraft diverged in the Right Ascension of the Ascending
Node (RAAN) by only 0.01 degrees, highlighting the importance of precise orbit maintenance.
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Figure 11. (a) Required yaw pointing when primary spacecraft (PSC) and retroreflector
(RSC) are in different orbital planes, for the exaggerated case of a 10 degree inclination
difference for illustration (the specified tolerance in reality is 0.01 degrees). The PSC is on
a prograde orbit with 80 degrees inclination (red), the RSC are on a retrograde polar orbit
with 270 degrees inclination (blue). The red and blue lines represent the respective normal
vectors. The thick red dot shows the tangent point, purple lines are sounding paths in the ideal
configuration of a single orbital plane, black lines represent real occultations. (b) Required
yaw tracking during a typical measurement sequence for tangent points at different positions
around an orbit (colours), and orbital planes characterized by a 0.01 degrees divergence in
RAAN. The shaded area indicates the field-of-view of the limb telescope within which no
yaw pointing is required during the occultation.
(a)
(b)
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5.5. Orbit Control and Launch Options
Active orbit control and maintenance is performed by each of the satellites to prevent the
counter-rotating orbits drifting apart. Since maintaining the inclination is a crucial issue, a precise ∆v
budget based on data from [47] has been determined. This includes correction of inclination after orbit
injection from the launch vehicle, altitude control by drag make-up, perturbations caused by radiation,
and correction maneuvers to maintain the orbit inclination within the required ±0.01 degrees for a
nominal mission lifetime of 4 years. The ∆v budget additionally includes a maneuver to de-orbit the
satellite after end-of-life. For the retroreflector spacecraft, an additional ∆v item for distribution of the
satellites within the orbit is estimated at 11 m/s. This maneuver is performed by altitude change via a
Hohman transfer, drift period and return transfer.
Hydrazine monopropellant has been identified as the best choice. It guarantees a high specific impulse
of 200 s, high reliability and low complexity in system design. The ∆v requirement analysis resulted in
propellant masses of 280 kg for the primary spacecraft and 16 kg for the retroreflector spacecraft. The
propulsion subsystem consists of standard components from space heritage manufacturers, including
the pressurization system, pressure regulator, pyro-valves, propellant tank, flow control valves and the
monopropellant thruster. In the case of the primary spacecraft, four thrusters are employed to achieve
redundancy. Dry masses of the propulsion subsystems amount to 32 kg for the primary spacecraft and
2.2 kg for the retroreflector spacecraft.
As the primary spacecraft and the constellation of retroreflector spacecraft are in counter-rotating
orbits, two launchers are required, and we propose using Soyuz for the launch of the primary spacecraft
and Dnepr for the five retroreflector spacecraft. In order to distribute the constellation of retroflector
spacecraft in orbit, several options can be considered:
1. Use of a dispenser to position the constellation, such as the one for SWARM [74]. The dispenser
would distribute all the retroreflector spacecraft using its own propellant. This option offers an
optimal mission lifetime but incurs the cost and design of a dispenser.
2. Use of the two-tier layout in the fairing of Dnepr but no dispenser. In this option, three spacecraft
would be placed on the first floor of the fairing, and two spacecraft on the second floor. The
spacecraft would have to use their own propellant to achieve the correct distribution. This option
shortens the mission lifetime but is cheaper as it does not incur the cost of a dispenser.
3. The final option is a combination of the previous two. Two dispensers, one containing three
spacecraft and another containing two spacecraft would be put on the two floors of Dnepr. The
dispensers would then distribute the constellation. This option offers an optimal mission lifetime
but incurs the cost of two dispensers. The advantage of using this configuration would be a reduced
total amount of propellant for the dispensers and hence a potential cost saving for the mission.
This option would offer an intermediate solution: same lifetime mission as option 1 but potentially
cheaper, a longer mission lifetime than option 2 but more expensive.
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6. Significant Challenges
As with any new measurement technique that has not yet been demonstrated in space, substantial
technological and technical development efforts and risks are associated with the mission concept
described in this paper. The main challenge is likely to be the design of the transmitter and the resilience
of the lasers, as evidenced by existing and planned spaceborne LiDAR missions. Aside from the obvious
stress on delicate optical elements and alignment during launch, laser damage to optical coatings is
an issue, and the large power consumption and heat dissipation requirements during operations are
challenging, especially with respect to the cooling of optical components. The design of a high power
pulsed laser system generating the required water vapour wavelengths with extreme frequency accuracy
and stability, spectral purity, output energy and temperature control requirements will require significant
development and testing. Much research has already been conducted into potential optical layouts for
the development of new water vapour DIAL systems in general, and of the WALES airborne platform
and spaceborne proposal in particular. Since lasers are prone to failure, transmitter redundancy with
limb/nadir switching capabilities would have to be implemented with associated impacts on mass budget,
dimensions and costs.
Aiming the laser beam precisely onto a target satellite that passes at a distance of about 5,000 km
and at a relative speed of roughly 15 km/s constitutes a further major technical challenge. However,
there have been substantial developments in the pointing, acquisition and tracking (PAT) technology in
the last 50 years, since the first attempt of space-to-ground laser communications during the Gemini
7 mission in 1965. In the mid 1980s, ESA embarked on the SILEX programme, demonstrating
both space-to-ground laser communications between the Artemis satellite and a ground-based tracking
station, and inter-satellite laser communication between ARTEMIS and the Earth Observation satellite
SPOT-4. SILEX demonstrated for the first time that the stringent PAT requirements associated with the
extremely low divergence of optical communication beams (7 µrad in the case of SILEX) can be reliably
mastered in space. In 2008, TerraSAR-X and the NFIRE satellites tested data transmission in space at
a range of about 5,000 km with a laser beam divergence of approximately 3 µrad [75]. Today, DSP-I
satellites carry a laser communications package that enable the satellites to relay information to each
other with a similar beam divergence.
Although the previous examples did not have to deal with the signal spectral quality requirements that
arise for a differential absorption measurement mission, they demonstrate that the extremely demanding
PAT requirements associated with optical wavelengths can be reliably mastered, and the knowledge
gathered will be extremely valuable for the concept proposed in this paper.
PAT will be further complicated due to the very narrow FOV of the limb telescope required to
minimize background radiation. The instrument design proposed herein foresees a flat mirror of the same
size as the main telescope mirror to steer the FOV, and to enable the tracking in both pitch (to perform the
occultation measurement) and yaw (to compensate for orbit divergence). Even if the respective angular
velocities remain small, the mass of the mirror will induce a significant angular momentum which will
need to be compensated for by attitude control. This ties in with the very tight requirements on accurate
spacecraft positioning, on orbit maintenance and attitude control, for both the primary spacecraft and all
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the retroreflector spacecraft, as well as the orbit insertion of the entire constellation during two successive
launches.
Since the success of this novel measurement technique relies on optimally returned signals, issues
associated with the design of the retroreflectors must not be neglected. In particular, incoming radiation
must be sent back into exactly the same direction, with minimal reflected beam divergence and
suppressed interference. More importantly, atmospheric scintillation effects and speckle may prove to
significantly affect the PAT system, and worse, the measurements’ SNR. Finally, this discussion would
not be complete without acknowledging the challenges already faced by the water vapour backscatter
LiDAR proposals that our concept largely draws from.
7. Concluding Remarks
This paper has proposed a novel and challenging new measurement technique as a means of delivering
high quality measurements of UTLS quantities, particularly water vapour which is a crucial atmospheric
variable and poorly constrained in climate models. The key features of an observing system for UTLS
water vapour are sensitivity to low concentrations and high vertical resolution, both of which an active
limb sounding system has the potential to deliver. The technical challenges of such a mission have been
acknowledged and are significant, and the concept presented here is a first attempt to address these.
Although the results from this preliminary study are very encouraging (and may prove to be even
more so after appropriate wavelengths optimization and systems trade-offs studies), it is difficult to make
reliable predictions with respect to the final horizontal and vertical resolutions that can be achieved with
the system after all sources of noise, and primarily, atmospheric refraction, ray bending and scintillation,
have been taken into consideration. A detailed instrument end-to-end performance simulation would
be required, not only to accurately model the forward propagation of the signal and receiver SNR but
also to include the performance of potential retrieval algorithms, which will determine the number of
shots that have to be averaged to achieve errors and biases within the required limits. The data retrieval
simulation will also need to incorporate the synergistic combination of data from both limb and nadir
measurements.
In addition to the unprecedented water vapour information, the system generates collocated
information on cloud properties and particles at cloud-resolving scales. This will provide valuable
insights into aerosol-cloud-climate interaction processes, especially for the poorly understood ice
nuclei and cirrus clouds, complementing the planned EarthCARE mission, and building on the
CALIPSO-CloudSat formation within the A-train. Adding to already available aerosol LiDARs in
orbit, the mission’s UTLS and stratospheric aerosol detection capabilities will continue to be useful
for the monitoring of potential intrusions of particles into upper air layers. This would be of particular
use during volcanic eruptions or the possible deliberate introduction of stratospheric aerosol for solar
radiation management as a geoengineering response to climate change, should this idea ever be explored
seriously.
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Appendix: Details of SNR and Error Calculations for the IPDALLS System
This appendix details the equations and assumptions used to assess the expected performance of the
IPDALLS system. A simplified power budget is used to estimate the returned signal power and SNR for
the limb sounding measurements:
Pr = P0 − (PG + PA + PS + Pη + PD). (1)
Average power loss, defined as the difference between optical power sent out by the transmitter (P0)
[W] and returned to the receiver (Pr) [W], is mainly caused by geometric beam broadening (PG),
molecular absorption (PA), molecular and aerosol scattering (PS), losses due to retroreflector and
receiver efficiency (Pη), and spectral divergence, refractive dilution (defocusing loss) and refractive
irregularities (PD). Spectral divergence from differential ray refraction and other limb sounding effects,
including scintillation, have not been calculated for this preliminary performance analysis, although they
may be significant. All power losses and noise sources except for molecular absorption and defocusing
are assumed to be independent of the sounding wavelength.
Geometric beam broadening is expected to dominate the power loss of the laser link or active
measurement at all wavelengths, except in the denser atmosphere where (molecular) absorption and (to
a lesser extent) scattering will prevail. Beam broadening is estimated by adapting the formula utilized by
Sugimoto et al. [55], which reflects standard approaches used in laser ranging. We estimate the returned
signal power at the receiver, Pr, as
Pr =
16
pi2
P0
Θ2l Θ
2
rR
4
TfwdTbwdφfwdφbwdArefArecηrefηsys, (2)
where Θl [rad] is the full divergence of the emitted laser beam, Θr [rad] the full divergence of
the reflected beam, R [m] the distance (range) between the primary spacecraft and the retroreflector
spacecraft, Aref [m2] the reflector area, Arec [m2] the receiving telescope aperture, ηref [-] the reflector
efficiency and ηsys [-] the overall system optical efficiency. Losses due to absorption and scattering are
given by the total transmission Tpath [-], expressed as TabsTsca, and will differ on the forward and backward
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paths due to induced Doppler shifts. Losses due to defocusing are taken into account as forward and
backward refractive dilution factors φfwd,bwd [-], which for simplicity and as a first order approximation
have been derived following Dalaudier et al. [54], with the same refractive index profile as has been used
for estimating the solar background (see below) and atmospheric scale heights defined by the standard
temperature profile. Herein, the narrow laser and reflected beam divergences are factored in as a sort
of transmitter and receiver gain from geometrical considerations, and (ηrefAref) is the equivalent of the
target surface cross section in the classical radar equation.
Conceptually, the limb column-averaged water vapour mixing ratio can be inferred from the
measurement of the forward and backward differential optical depths extracted from full pulse return
signals at two wavelengths, as given here for the two-way transmission:
Tfwd,(on,off)Tbwd,(on,off) = exp
(− ((σA(on,off) + σA(on+∆,off+∆))N + β(on,off) + β(on+∆,off+∆))R). (3)
The online wavelength (subscript ‘on’) is centred on a water vapour absorption feature and the offline
wavelength (subscript ‘off’) resides in the wing, but close enough to the online frequency for attenuation
by other atmospheric constituents to be essentially the same, whilst ∆ refers to the additional Doppler
red-shift experienced on the backward path with respect to the forward one. The expression within the
exponential corresponds to twice the optical depth, where σA [m2] is the water vapour absorption cross
section, N [m−3] is the vapour’s path-averaged concentration or number density, and β [m−1] is the total
extinction due to absorption and scattering by other atmospheric constituents.
It is then in theory straightforward to extract the average concentration from the logarithm of the ratio
between the two signals, provided the absorption cross sections are known and the power ratio of the
outgoing pulses is measured. If we assume that differential spectral refraction in the atmosphere and
the effect of the time-delay between online and offline pulses are negligible, i.e., that the optical path
covered by both wavelengths, as well as their Doppler shifted equivalents, is essentially the same, we
can get a simplified expression for the two-way path-averaged differential optical depth for water vapour
τwv, which will still need to be deconvolved to take into account the limb sounding geometry:
τwv ≡ N
(
σAonRon + σ
A
on+∆Ron+∆ − σAoffRoff − σAoff+∆Roff+∆
)
∼= N (σAon + σAon+∆ − σAoff − σAoff+∆)R
= ln
Pr,off
Pr,on
+
[
ln
P0,on
P0,off
+ 2 ln
Θl,off
Θl,on
+ 2 ln
Θr,off
Θr,on
+ ln
ηref, on
ηref, off
+ ln
ηsys, on
ηsys, off
− 2 (βon + βon+∆ − βoff − βoff+∆)] . (4)
Power loss due to absorption (PA) at the four water vapour IPDALLS wavelengths and in limb
sounding geometry has been computed as atmospheric transmission (Tabs) values using the MIPAS
Reference Forward Model (RFM v4.28) radiative transfer algorithm [76] in conjunction with the
HITRAN 2008 database [53] and the FASCODE Model 6 (US Standard Atmosphere plus minor
constituents 19DEC99) [77].
Power loss through attenuation by Rayleigh and Mie scattering (PS) is less strongly wavelength
dependent than absorption. In a first approximation, we have ignored aerosol Mie scattering for the
estimation of transmission losses at the sounding altitudes of interest. Atmospheric transmission (Tsca)
after molecular Rayleigh scattering has been computed for the water vapour offline and the transmitter
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harmonic wavelengths in the 1976 US Standard Atmosphere. Rayleigh scattering cross sections have
been roughly estimated using [78]:
σR =
128pi5α20 (6 + 3ρn)
3λ4 (6− 7ρn) , (5)
with a depolarization factor ρn [-] for naturally polarized light and a volume polarizability α0 [cm3]
for standard air, giving σR532 = 4.937e
−31 m2, σR935 = 5.175e
−32 m2 and σR1064 = 3.086e
−32 m2. The
molecular scattering coefficients γs [m−1] follow by multiplying the cross sections by the molecular
number densities in the standard atmosphere as a function of height. The atmospheric optical thickness
τs for limb sounding has then been calculated by integrating
τs ∼=
√
2RE
∫ ∞
h0
γs (h)√
h− h0
dh, (6)
from the tangent height of the limb sounding h0 to an altitude of 90 km at which scattering is assumed to
be negligible, where RE denotes the radius of the Earth [79]. More detailed radiative transfer modelling
studies, beyond the scope of this preliminary analysis, would be required to take into account Mie
scattering and different atmospheric conditions, as well as a more realistic limb sounding geometry,
scintillation, and related effects.
Since we hypothesize that the use of optimally designed retroreflectors should limit interference and
therefore target-generated speckle noise, and since we do not have a fully designed detection electronic
circuit with given elements and measured statistical fluctuations, we limit the modelling of the SNR to
the carrier-to-noise ratio CNR [33,80]:
SNR ∼= CNR ∼= PrMR0/
√
BW2q [(M2FR0 (Pr + Pbkgrd)) + (Ids + IdbM2F )], (7)
where M [-] is the detector internal gain factor, R0 [A/W] the detector’s unit gain responsivity, BW [Hz]
the amplifier bandwidth, q [C] the elementary charge, F [-] the detector’s excess noise factor, Pbkgrd [W]
the background radiance and Ids,b [A] the detector’s surface and bulk dark currents, respectively. In this
expression, the numerator corresponds to the signal photocurrent [A], and the denominator to the total
noise current in a Si avalanche photodiode (Si APD). Apart from external noise, we limited the analysis to
detector noise and have disregarded contributions from the electrical amplification process, i.e., amplifier
input noise current, input voltage noise current and thermal noise from the feedback resistor.
Noise originating from outside the receiver is referred to as external noise (Equation 7, first term in
the square brackets). External noise will mainly include signal shot noise (proportional to Pr), as well as
high-frequency emission of radiation from outside sources within the receiver FOV, predominantly from
auroras (not considered), and sunlight reaching the telescope, either by single and multiple scattering, or
by direct irradiation (Pbkgrd).
The scattering of sunlight depends mainly on solar elevation and azimuth, as well as measurement
height. Here, a rough estimate for Rayleigh-only scattering of solar radiation into a receiver in
occultation geometry is calculated after a simplified model presented in [81]. We calculated a profile
of directional Rayleigh scattering coefficients γR(z, λ) [km−1sr−1] in the 1976 US Standard Atmosphere
with a MIPAS daytime standard water vapour profile, using the modified-Edle´n formula for the refractive
index, and under the baseline assumption of a scattering normalized phase function corresponding to a
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0◦ solar azimuth angle relative to the occultation plane and a 60◦ solar zenith angle at the tangent point.
Solar spectral radiant flux density at the tangent point Isun [Wm2nm−1] was assumed to be independent
of optical depth, and the effective scattering path length leff was set to 300 km. The Rayleigh-scattered
solar background power Pbkgrd collected by the receiver was then estimated as
Pbkgrd (z, λ) =
pi
4
ArecFOV2recBW,opticalγR (z, λ) Isunleff (8)
with nominal channel optical filter bandwidths BW,optical of 1 nm and where FOVrec [mrad] describes the
receiver full field-of-view.
Noise originating within the detector is referred to as internal noise (Equation (7), second term
in square brackets), and depends on the detector type. For enhanced sensitivity in the near IR and
high internal gain, APDs are preferred over the traditional photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) and can be
operated in either their normal linear mode or in photon-counting mode. APDs furthermore have
fast rise and fall times and are recommended for very high amplifier bandwidth BW applications. In
order to adequately sample the narrow return pulse without excessive smoothing at low bandwidths,
we specified the bandwidth through the relationship BW ∼= k/τL, with τL [s] quantifying the emitted
laser pulse duration and with a k factor roughly between 3 and 5. For our estimation of the CNR, we
have used typical APD specifications provided by Excelitas/PerkinElmer, corresponding to models that
have been employed in the GLAS laser system [82] and the WALES airborne campaign [42], notably
the C30954E-DTC unit thermoelectrically cooled to −20 ◦C with a double-stage cooler to reduce the
dark current. The excess noise factor, related to internal amplification statistics, has been estimated
following [83] with F = keffM+(1− keff) (2− 1/M), where keff denotes the effective carrier ionization
ratio specified as k = 0.02 for a Si high performance reach-through structure [84]. Surface and bulk dark
currents, measured at room temperature Tmeas [K], have been extrapolated to their values in a cooled setup
(Toper [K]) following the Arrhenius equation,
Ids,b (Toper) = Ids,b (Tmeas) exp
[
Eas,b
kB
(
1
Tmeas
− 1
Toper
)]
, (9)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant and where the activation energy Ea [J] was set to 0.70 and 0.55 eV
for the surface and bulk dark currents, respectively.
A simplified expression for the modelled random error of the two-way path-averaged water vapour
optical depth can be derived from the first term on the left in Equation (4), disregarding the additional
differential terms which are based on unknown system parameters. Using standard first order error
propagation and setting SNR(on,off) ≡
√
〈Pr,(on,off)〉2/〈∆P 2r,(on,off)〉 [33], we estimate the variance of the
two-way optical depth and then the relative random error [%] as
RRE =
√〈∆τ 2wv〉
τwv
∼= 100
[(
1
SNR2on
+ 1SNR2off
)
1
nshots
] 1
2
ln (Pr,off/Pr,on)
(10)
where nshots gives the number of independent shot pairs.
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